
CHAPTER 4 

明＇ORK OF THE COMMISSION 

4 .1 The Members of the Commission were appointed on 2 9 

September 1997, and because of the statutory deadline 血 the submission of 

the report on delineation of the LegCo GCs being 31 October 1997 [s 

18(3）（刻， the Commission carried out its work with the greatest expedition 

allowable in the circumstances. F。他mately, it has had the dedicated, efficient 

and rapid support of the Registration and Electoral Office （“REO多，） headed by 

the Chief Electoral O宜ic前，扎1r LI Wing. 

4.2 Another thing that greatly assisted the speed of the 

Commission's work on demarcation was that even before the appointment of 

the Commission's Members可 population forecasts in respect of Hong Kong 

and each of the DBCAs as at March 1998 had been prepared by the Ad Hoc 

Subgroup (“the Ad Hoc Subgroup竹） under the Working Group on Population 

Dis的bution. The population forecasts were provided to the Commission by 

the Ad Hoc Subgroup which was chaired hy the Assistant Director of 

Planning/Housing and Land Supply of the Planning Department with members 

who were representatives from various Government bureaux and departm凹的？

namely, Constitutional A宜airs Bureau, Financial Services Bureau, REO今

Census and Statistics Department, Home A宜airs Department, Housing 

Department, Lands Department多 Marine Department and Rating and Valuation 

Department. A copy of the population forecasts is at Annendix I. 

4.3 The Commission was satisfied with the methodology used by the 
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Ad Hoc Subgroup in arriving at the population forecasts and saw no reason to 

di宜er or depart from the forecasts. The Commission therefore adopted the 

population forecast figures as its own estimate of the population of Hong Kong 

副1d of the DBCAs in 1998, which is the year in which the LegCo general 

election is to be held. 

4.4 As DBCAs 訂e the building blocks of LegCo GCs, the work of 

the Commission was mainly to group the DBCAs in an appropriate manner to 

fonn each of the required 5 LegCo GCs ("LCCAs鬥）．

4. 5 After due consideration of the population figures provided by the 

Ad Hoc Subgroup 組往 following the statutory criter闊步 the Commission 

completed its provisional recommendations for public consultation. The 

Lands Depar虹nent with its Survey and Mapping O宜ice and the Government 

Printer were requested to prepare maps showing the boundaries of the 

provisionally determined LCCA叫“PDCAs"). They accomplished that task 

speedily and efficiently. A list of PDCAs, together with the component 

Districts and DBCAs of each PDCA, and a map showing the PDCA 

boundaries were exhibited and available for public inspection at various places 

for 14 days during the period from 11 to 24 October 1997，血 accordance with 

section 19(1) and (9)(a）。f the EAC OrdL11叩ce. T伽利st vras completP- with the 

estimated population, the recommended name, the code reference numbers 

and the number of s叫s of each of the PDCAs. 

4.6 On 11 October 1997, the Commission issued a press release and 

gave a press brie血1g for the pu叩oses of informing the public that 出e

Commission had provisionally determined its recommendations and inviting 

the public to make representations on the PDCAs. Also on the same day, a 
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notice was published in the Gazette inviting the public to make representations 

to the Commission on its provisional recommendations within a period of 14 

days from 11 to 24 October 1997 which is the time allowed by section l 9(9)(b) 

of the EAC Ordinance, and for public meetings to be held in the period 

between M 組d 21 October 1997 by prior appointment with the Commission 

for receiving oral and written representations. Publici穹的 invite public 

representations was also given in various media to enhance public aw缸eness

of the issue. A copy of the Gazette Notice is at A1mendix II and a copy each 

of the advertisements in both Chinese and English in several local newspapers 

of wide circulation can be found in Annendix Ill 

4. 7 The Commission decided that it was desirable to hold meetings 

only by prior appo盟tment with individuals or organisations who wished to 

meet with the Commission for making representations, and such meetings 

were open to the public. The Commission felt that meetings with the public at 

l征ge for receiving representations which are not by prior appoin恤ent would 

n吼， as compare且 with meetings by appoin位nent, be as convenient to the 

public, economical or useful. As a result, only public meetings by prior 

appointments with those who wished to make representations were held. 

是.8 Timetables were prepared from t血ie to time based on the 

appointments for meetings made with the REO for the purpose of providing 

the same今的 f缸 as practicable, to all the persons or organisations who had 

made the appointments and the media, so as to facilitate all concerned if they 

wished to attend the meetirigs. This was to ensure as much 廿anspaτency as 

circumstances permitted. 

4.9 As can be seen in 庄里。endix HI, in the publicity materials, the 
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Commission appealed to the public that not only those who were dissatisfied, 

but also those who were satisfied, with the Commission’s provisional 

recomrnendations shouid come fo:rwru吐 an吐 make their views known. This 

would enable the Commission to receive opposing or conflicting views and 

ensu開 that those who might be affected by any possible alteration made 

consequ己nii1i upon a ce:nain represema1ion would not De so affected. without 

ha叫

4 .10 Public representations多 both in writing and made orally at public 

meetings, were submitted to the Commission by the statutory deadlines of 24 

October 1997. The REO very helpfully and quickly collated, analysed, 

translated and summarised the representations for the Commission可 s use. A 

copy each of the written representations an且 the minutes of the public 

meetings summarising all 也e views expressed thereat can be found in 

Aooendix IV. 

4.11 The majority of the representations was in connection with the 

allocation of some DBCAs in the Yuen Long District into the New Territories 

East PDCA. Members of the Commission considered that it would be 

beneficial to pay a visit to the Yuen Long District in order to have a better 

understan din厚 of the situation in the 8.ffected areas ” A visit was th廿efoγe paid 

on 23 October 1997 during which the Commission mainly examined the 

following matters: 

(a) the transportation links between the affected DBCAs with the 

rest of the Yuen Long District; 

(b) the geographical features of the north-western boundaries of the 

Yuen Long District; and 

( c) the 的ength of the feeling of the local inhabitants about 
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community identities and local ties多 if that could be detected. 

4.12 The Commission多 s recommendations as set out in Chapter 6 of 

this report are made aft船， it has fully taken into account and deliberated upon 

the representations. 
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